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Increasing capability means Somali pirates have turned most of the Indian Ocean into a ‘war risks’ insurance zone

Pirates to target
superyacht crews?
now With a working range of thousands of miles, somali pirates
are developing a new strategy — Kidnapping high value crew
Michael Howorth reports
“Somali pirates now
pose a serious threat to all
superyachts sailing in the Indian
Ocean region.” So says Michael
Frodl, head of C-Level Maritime
Risks, a US-based emerging
risks consultancy. “Those
aboard (including officers, crew,
owners, and their guests) are all
increasingly at risk.”
Frodl’s group monitors the
actions of Somali pirates,
studies their evolving business
model and forecasts trends for
Lloyds insurance underwriters
in London and senior decision
makers in Washington.

Since the boarding by pirates
of the 58ft sloop Quest — and
the subsequent murder of
all four crew — the yachting
community has started to take
a fresh look at how piracy might
affect they way they move
about the world’s oceans.
Frodl believes that some
long-range Somali pirates
are already dispensing with
the conventional strategy of
repatriating all but the most
lucrative prizes back to Somalia.
Intercepted tankers, for
example, each have a value
of around US$10m to the

pirates so it was always viable
to sail them back to Somali
waters and hold them there for
months. Even after all the local
help was paid off, there’s was
always plenty of profit left for
the pirates and their investors.
But now, Frodl argues,
pirates are trolling further afield
and focussing on maritime
kidnapping, then using any
hostages as human shields.
“Sooner or later pirates
will start targeting higher
value superyacht hostages
— deemed by owners as too
valuable to leave on a pirate
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mother ship or too precious to
risk losing to a bullet from a
private armed guard or naval
interception.”

Million dollar hostages
Experts such as Frodl believe
that a ‘good’ European or an
American hostage will probably
soon fetch US$1m a head.
And by keeping them on board
and exposed to added risks as
human shields, the pirates can
accelerate negotiations and
leverage even more money.
It also means that shore-side
costs can be eliminated
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with the added benefit that
they won’t incur any down-time
from further raiding missions.
“It’s really a new business
model, which if done right will
make many of the pirates richer
— faster,” says Frodl. “This in
turn will lead pirates to focus
on even ‘higher end’ European
and American hostages — one
that can only be found on
luxury yachts, such as owners,
their families and VIP guests.
“As a result, superyacht
owners and captains should
be prepared to deal with this
new strategy.”

Vulnerable safe rooms
In recent years many
superyacht owners have opted
for the construction of safe
rooms — or citadels — on board
vessels, providing refuge for
crew. The most recent publicly
acknowledged example is
aboard Cakewalk, built by
Derecktor Shipyards, but many
other superyachts are known to
have them. It’s a measure that
has frustrated some pirates
who have boarded commercial

Maritime risks expert and founder
of C-Level, Michael Frodl

ships, found them apparently
unmanned and adrift, and been
forced to leave before a naval
patrol ship shows up.
But to foil citadels, pirates
have begun firing at armoured
doors with RPGs (rocket
propelled grenades) and have
even set fire to ships in order to
smoke out the crew.
In January this year pirates
boarded the cargo carrier
Beluga Nomination prepared
with industrial acetylene

Pirates and hostages on a captured ship carrying Ukrainian T-72 tanks

torches to help them cut their
way into the citadel from
the cabin above, eventually
capturing the crew and making
them restart the ship in order to
take her back to Somalia.
A citadel is, therefore, no
longer a safe last resort.
Meanwhile, observers of

new pirates on the block
When a new Somali pirate
gang entered the game in
2009 — capturing a retired
British couple aboard their
15m sailing yacht off the
Seychelles — they made
several mistakes that
earned swift contempt from
seasoned pirates. They also
changed all the rules forever.
The first rule they broke
was in targeting a yacht
belonging to two relatively
impoverished people rather
than a high value vessel
belonging to a corporation.
Secondly, they made the
mistake of taking the couple
off their sailboat and letting
the sloop drift away. “That
broke the rule that hostages
must be kept aboard their
own ships far from shore in
order to prevent their towns
being caught up in a rescue
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mission by a foreign navy,”
explains Frodl.
The gang were eventually
forced to seek out the help of
established pirates by asking
them to keep the Chandlers
onboard a hijacked cargo ship.
But they subsequently took
the hostages off again after
a dispute over how the final
ransom would be shared out.

Dealing with Al Qaeda
This incurred the wrath of the
clan elders who feared local
villagers would be caught up in
a shootout between the pirate
gangs — and between all of the
pirates and Shabaab (Somalia’s
Al Qaeda affiliate).
When the new pirates
were kicked out of town they
dragged their hostages deeper
inland, spending months moving
them around the desert in
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order to avoid Shabaab gangs
looking to grab the hostages.
Meanwhile, the global
Somali diaspora became so
aghast at the mistreatment
of the elderly couple that
they put pressure on the
gang to release them, even
collecting money to have
the couple released after
the first ransom payment of
US$500,000 mysteriously
disappeared.
Despite all of this, the
young pirate gang held out
against all the odds for a year
— earning around US$1m for
the release of the couple in
late 2010.
“Their success will
accelerate the transition to
a new generation of Somali
pirates,” argues Frodl. “In fact,
they created a brand new
pirate business model.”

maritime risks for the
underwriting community in
London are starting to look at
the growing use of onboard
private armed guards with
some concern — but not for the
obvious reasons.
“The game has is continuing
to evolve,” explains Frodl. “Some
superyacht owners have been
employing private armed guards
who have been successful in
repulsing pirates in small
outboard-powered skiffs by
shooting at them with RPGs and
AK-47s machine guns.
“We fear that the Somali
pirates will simply respond with
heavier calibre and longer range
weapons. There could be an
arms escalation at sea.
“In particular, we are worried
that the pirates will put heavy
machine guns on the mother
ships and shoot warning shots
across the bow of a superyacht
as their attack skiffs are
unleashed. It’s a slippery slope
that neither side really wants.
“Instead of opting for an
arms escalation, the pirates
have responded to the growing
use of private armed guards
— along with increased naval
patrols and daring rescue
attempts — by taking hostages
back out to sea and putting
them to work as human shields
on mother ships,” says Frodl.
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“It’s important to think about kidnap and
ransom insurance — but the premiums
are very high”
The potential of this
counter strategy was signalled
— unintentionally — to the
Somali pirates when the British
Royal Navy refused to allow a
crack team of Royal Marines
to intervene and prevent the
transfer of a kidnapped British
couple — the Chandlers — from
their sailboat to the pirate’s
mother ship over a year ago.
And the European Union’s
naval force (Navfor) unwittingly
reconfirmed the value of
human shields (after successful
Korean and Malaysian rescues
in January) when it officially
declared that it would not try
to recapture hijacked ships by
force, out of concern for the
lives of the hostages.
If the pirates ever had any
doubts about the benefits of
using European and American
hostages as human shields,
they definitely don’t now.
According to Frodl, the
case of Quest hasn’t shaken
that belief.
“More cautious pirates will
shy away from kidnapping
Americans, but more aggressive
pirates will see that the Quest
incident — where the hostages
were used as human shield —
intimidated and frustrated even
the US Navy,” he says.
“We think that those behind
the kidnapping and execution
of the American hostages
may feel emboldened enough
to target other Americans and
Europeans in order to cash-in
on their new found fearsome
reputation.”
As pirates look for European
and American hostages with
better ransom value and human
shield potential, they are also
beginning to explore targets
around India — and even further
east. Today they can reach the
Maldives and Laccadives. Soon
they will reach Sri Lanka and
even the western approaches
to the Strait of Malacca.
At such distances from the
Horn, most crews won’t be on
the look out for Somali pirates.
C-Level is advising
superyacht owners to confer
with their captains and security

providers to start figuring out
how to deal with the problem.
Budgets for superyachts,
Frodl advises, can and should
allow for adopting counter
measures that commercial
shipping can only dream of.

Avoidance advice
As a first response, C-Level
suggests total avoidance of
the pirates. Many owners and
underwriters agree.
“Special forces will never
take a shot if the pirates come
at them from behind human
shields. If they do, owners may
suffer some very serious legal
liabilities that — combined
with their wealth — will invite
lawsuits from all directions.
It would also be a public
relations disaster — and their
underwriters would drop them,”
Frodl warns.
About the only way for
now to avoid capture is to
keep your superyacht and the
pirates’ motherships separated
by at least one empty ocean
up to the horizon line, if not
two or three.
C-Level has thoughts
about how new information
technologies may soon allow
more intelligent avoidance
of modern pirates. That is as
compared to avoiding the entire
Indian Ocean, which for now
may be the only reasonable
option for many superyacht
owners, given the incomplete
and often stale intelligence
available about growing piracy
risks and the lack of naval
patrols and reconnaissance.
Frodl concludes: “Even
more worrying is the fact that
we anticipate that a group of
pirates — whose comrades
now face trial in the US over
the Quest incident — will be
motivated to go out in grab
perhaps as many as Americans
as they can in order to trade
them back.
“The story of Quest isn’t over
and, as a result, the threat to
those onboard superyachts —
as well as merchant ships — in
the Indian Ocean is now greater
than ever.”

Assessing the
Insurance risks
in the heart of London,
more than 4,000 miles from
the searing heat and civil
chaos that pervades the
towns and villages of coastal
Somalia, you will find the
world’s maritime insurance
community working on ways
to deal with the financial and
business impact of modern
piracy in the Indian Ocean.
One London firm, Andrew
Weir Yacht Management,
which draws on more than a
hundred years of dealing with
the management and logistics
of commercial shipping — is
monitoring the Somalian
situation closely.
“There are lots of issues to
be considered when it comes
to onboard security,” explains
Daniel Taylor of the company’s
newly established superyacht
management division. “For
example, what exactly are the
consequences of opening fire
on pirates from your yacht?
“There are certainly many
first-class providers out there
who can offer expert onboard
superyacht security, but
the pirates are getting more
confident, more adventurous
— and are working at a much
greater range.
“They’re now taking over
larger vessels as motherships
and using tankers and bulk

carriers as launch platforms
for the skiffs by forcing the
kidnapped crew to operate
the vessel on their behalf.
“Eighteen months ago
war risks insurance — where
you have to pay an additional
transit premium — covered an
area 200 miles off the eastern
coast of Somalia and 50 miles
off its northern coast.
“Today, however, it covers a
much larger area — all the way
down to the Seychelles and
across the entire Indian Ocean
from East Africa to India.
“We consider high-speed
vessels to be relatively safe
— as are ships with high freeboards — but it’s important
to remember that absolutely
no one is immune. Vessels
at most risk include low
lying tankers and yachts —
especially the smaller ones.
“If you are operating a
superyacht in this zone,
it’s vital that you consider
investing in kidnap and
ransom insurance. This is a
‘per transit’ policy and the
premiums are very high.
“Anyone thinking of
travelling through this area
would be best in a protected
convoy — but that is
something that needs to be
organised and coordinated by
international governments.”

Daniel Taylor of London-based Andrew Weir Yacht Management
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